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**Classroom Management**


**Curriculum/Lesson Plans/Development**


(1997). *ESL Standards for Pre-K-12 Students*. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.


**Methodology**


Freeman D. (1993). *New Ways in Teacher Education.* Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.


Theory

Linguistics/Grammar
Ferrer J. and Werner de Poleo. (1938). *Bridge the Gap: A guide to the development of acquisition activities targeting grammar and meaningful communication*. Alemany Press.


### Professional Development


Egbert J. (2003). *Becoming Contributing Professionals*. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.


**Research**


Assessment


**Technology/Resources**


Maintained by ESL English teachers, Lanternfish provides printable English resources for both teachers and students on a wide range of categorised topics. Josie's Poems. Josie's poems are a valuable teaching resource. Over 5,000 free documents available, including printable worksheets, interactive activities and theme units. grammarguide.copydesk.org. This superb blog contains a wealth of material, including grammar quizzes plus articles on grammar and common errors, a great asset for every English teachers. The Internet TESL Journal for Teachers of English as a Second Language, includes articles, research papers, lessons plans, class handouts and lots of teaching ideas. Using English.